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THIS WEEKEND:         Club Cellphone 021 745 433 www.ascgliding.org 
Saturday.     Instructing: Steve Wallace                       Bank Acct 38-9014-0625483-000 

  Towing: Peter Thorpe 

                              Duty Pilot: Dave Foxcroft  

Sunday.     Instructing: Peter Thorpe 

  Towing: Rex Carswell 

                              Duty Pilot: Jonathan Pote 

Monday.     Instructing: Lionel Page 

  Towing: Graham Lake 

                              Duty Pilot: Thomas O'Rourke 

MEMBERS NEWS 

SATURDAY First towie Peter Thorpe starts us off and finished by the second towie Derry Belcher 

The ATIS said the wind was 150/7-15 on the ground and 170/15 at 2000ft but as the tower was on watch for 

some P3 flying and they were using 21 we had to use 26 and accept a small tailwind component at times.  Our 

trusty yellow beastie handled it fine and we started flying at 1210 with a flight to 1500ft for Jack.  

Unfortunately they hit strong sink which made for a short flight which was complicated by the P3 so Rex and 

Ian between them kindly offered to shout Jack another flight and this time they stayed up for over 40 

minutes.  Nice one guys.  Graham launched in IV and Tony P in MP before the P3 doing circuits kept the rest 

of us on the ground for a while.  I had to leave early so Derry kindly relieved me at 2-30. 

(From 1400 onwards, standing-in for PT) 

 

DB  Don't know about being a stand-in for Peter Thorpe. It was more a sit-in picnic as everyone sat around 

and waited for the P3 to finish it's exercises.  Eventually we were allowed to fly and finished the day with 

four more uneventful flights before packing the gliders away. 

 
Instructor Rex Carswell puts his bits in.  Quite a nice sunny day, with a moderate southerly, greeting the 

early arrivee's at the field.  

However the sky had a certain 'flat' 

look about it, so for our 'solo' fliers, 

there didn't seem to be any great 

rush to get airborne - the forecast 

suggesting it would improve later in 

the day.  Steve Foreman was 

pondering an attempt to Kaikohe and 

back - but not wanting to launch 

until around midday.  However, Base 

Ops. had advised a P3 Orion would 

be active about then also, and a 

requirement to cease flying for an 

undefined period was very likely.  To 

quell his feelings of being "at 6's 

and 7's" - Steve busied himself with 

other chores including D.I.'ing 

GMW. 

 

Our first flight got underway at 1213hrs with young Jack Foot for a 1500' launch, as the P3 taxied for runway 



21 departure.  There was confidence the P3 would have gone before MW's need to land, as the tow out 

suggested some convection was around.

causing any delay to the P3's departure, we called an

base leg - as the P3 was now about to enter the turning bay.

for a really good flight this time - 42 minutes 

G159 - from another 1500' release.   

was eager for a re-acquaintance experience.

Both would have good long flights, as ATC were satisfied they were both well established 

away from the airfield - while the P3 returned and did some exercising in the circuit.

suspended until the P3 concluded.  For the remainder o

'boxing the tow' and how to avoid that 'slack rope syndrome', when doing so.

the two long flights completed by Graham

Steve Foreman didn't launch at all - 

others (that didn't fly), but contributed

O'Keefe, David Foxcroft, Steve Foreman

  
SUNDAY  All day towie Derry Belcher gets fist hack at the crayons
 

DB  A good day was forecast so it was slip

Lift conditions were good in places but

The last two flights were Gary taking up friends in MW

make use of some good lift over the prison to thermal

as if on tracks.   Anyway, nine flights for the day and quite a fe

the saddle of IV, and Steve, tiki-touring up north towards Kaikohe and back.

 

There was confidence the P3 would have gone before MW's need to land, as the tow out 

was around.  However, off tow, we only found the 'down' bits!

to the P3's departure, we called an early intention to land - and would fly a displaced

now about to enter the turning bay.  With the P3 departed, Jack and I launched again 

42 minutes - jack flying all of the aerotow - and the

   Graham Lake hadn't flown his syndicate Libelle for quite some

acquaintance experience.  Soon after Graham launched, Tony Prentice followed in GMP.

od long flights, as ATC were satisfied they were both well established 

while the P3 returned and did some exercising in the circuit.

For the remainder of the days flying, Derry Belcher replaced Peter Thorpe 

as our towie. 

 

After a lengthy wait, Kit Boyes 

was strapped into MW and into the blue we 

launched.  Yes - 'blue' it was for the middle 

afternoon.  Not much reliable lift around 

now - Graham and Tony 

Orion - had enjoyed the best

day.  Krish Pillai gave MP a launch but also 

found it frustratingly hard to stay aloft.

 

Good to have David Grey back in the twin.

He put in a great effort and was rewarded 

with the longest durat

the latter four launches.

day, Krish took a dual refresher

and how to avoid that 'slack rope syndrome', when doing so.  Only 8 launches for the day, but 

raham and Tony (130 & 111minutes respectively)

 he's had lots of landout experience anyway 

didn't fly), but contributed with their help (Neville Swan, Jonathan Pote, Roy Whitby, Ian 

O'Keefe, David Foxcroft, Steve Foreman - and I hope I haven't forgotten anyone .... )

All day towie Derry Belcher gets fist hack at the crayons 

A good day was forecast so it was slip-slap-slop with the sun-cream, put some motion

the FK9 and we got going off runway 26 with a shifty 

light wind. 

 

The tower was on watch for a

leave us alone till 1625 but this didn't quite work out 

that way as schedules were brought forward

have to say that the afternoon was the most intense I 

have heard from the tower for many years, and I take 

my hat off to the gent for not getting rattled, 

especially when Hawkeye came steaming back from up 

north and asked to join without a working t

just minutes before the arrival of a C130.

Steve on a great flight in not so easy conditions.)

Lift conditions were good in places but there were large areas of sink that took some time to power through.

Gary taking up friends in MW with tows to three thousand feet and we managed to 

make use of some good lift over the prison to thermal in with Gary doing an admirable job of keeping position 

Anyway, nine flights for the day and quite a few long flights for Ray in BU, Graham, back in 

touring up north towards Kaikohe and back. 

There was confidence the P3 would have gone before MW's need to land, as the tow out 

we only found the 'down' bits!  Thus to avoid 

and would fly a displaced 26 

With the P3 departed, Jack and I launched again 

and thermalled us to the top of 

Graham Lake hadn't flown his syndicate Libelle for quite some time, so 

Soon after Graham launched, Tony Prentice followed in GMP.  

od long flights, as ATC were satisfied they were both well established - and sufficiently 

while the P3 returned and did some exercising in the circuit.  All other launches were 

f the days flying, Derry Belcher replaced Peter Thorpe 

After a lengthy wait, Kit Boyes 

strapped into MW and into the blue we 

'blue' it was for the middle 

much reliable lift around 

Graham and Tony - along with the P3 

had enjoyed the best part of the 

Krish Pillai gave MP a launch but also 

found it frustratingly hard to stay aloft. 

Good to have David Grey back in the twin.  

a great effort and was rewarded 

with the longest duration (20 minutes) of 

the latter four launches.  To round-off the 

took a dual refresher on the topic 

Only 8 launches for the day, but 

and Tony (130 & 111minutes respectively) would be the highlights.  

.  Many thanks to all the 

athan Pote, Roy Whitby, Ian 

and I hope I haven't forgotten anyone .... ) 

put some motion-lotion in the tank of 

and we got going off runway 26 with a shifty 

The tower was on watch for a bit but was supposed to 

leave us alone till 1625 but this didn't quite work out 

that way as schedules were brought forward and I 

have to say that the afternoon was the most intense I 

have heard from the tower for many years, and I take 

my hat off to the gent for not getting rattled, 

especially when Hawkeye came steaming back from up 

north and asked to join without a working transponder 

just minutes before the arrival of a C130.  (Well done 

Steve on a great flight in not so easy conditions.) 

large areas of sink that took some time to power through.  

with tows to three thousand feet and we managed to 

in with Gary doing an admirable job of keeping position 

w long flights for Ray in BU, Graham, back in 



Just a note on this might help others;  If the towpilot and glider pilot are happy to thermal on tow, it is 

best to circle to the right so when the glider releases it stays turning in the thermal (so it doesn't lose the 

thermal) and the towplane straightens out which is the same as the glider going right and towplane going left.  

Make sense? 

 

Instructor Ivor Woodfield adds to the tale....The day looked good as I headed out to the field about 9am, so 
I anticipated quite a few flyers. Steve Foreman had 

indicated on Saturday afternoon that he would be 

looking to head north as a convergence was forecast for 

much of the day. Base ops advised that there were to 

be several arrivals and departures, mostly 757s, 

although mostly near the start and end of the day. 

As I started to open up the sky was not looking quite so 

good, although there was a steady light breeze straight 

down the strip. None the less, it was not long before 

people started arriving, and aircraft were being dragged 

out and checked over. The tower gave the us all clear to 

start operations around 10.30, and before too long 

everything was set up on 26 ready to go. 

 

There being no students for the twin at this stage, the first away was Dave Foxcroft at around 1130. By this 

time Steve Foreman was all ready to attempt a flight up to Kaikohe and back, so after a final check with his 

OO, Ray Burns, he launched shortly before 12, and got himself established over Riverhead. It was not long 

before we heard the call that he was leaving the zone for the north. 

 

Over the next couple of hours several 

more flights launched, first a passenger 

flight in MW, followed by Tony in MP 

and Neville in SWN. Karl then went up 

for a refresher, having not flown for a 

while, and we had a pleasant, although 

very warm, time working the thermals 

that were by now starting to form. He 

pushed the edges of his comfort zone 

out past Kumeu, and then worked the 

more tricky air north of the field, 

managing a good 50 mins altogether. As 

we were landing, Graham was heading up 

in IV, followed by Ray in BU, both of whom 

were to enjoy the convergence that was finally 

starting to form, with IV getting 2.5 hrs and 

BU a little over 3. To finish off the day Gary 

took a couple of colleagues up, with Rachel 

sounding very keen to fly again after a good 

hour in all that lift. 

 

During this time we had received the 

occasional reports from Steve as he worked 

his way north. Around 1400 he reported that 

the sky was not looking too promising, so his 

retrieve crew set off so they would not be too 

far from him when he landed out. Around 

Dargaville he made the call that he had run out 

of lift for the day, and turned back towards 

home, hoping to get at least to Springhill 



before having to land. However, it seems that the faster he flew, the more KP stayed in the air, and 

somewhere around Kaipara Flats he was flying rapidly over his retrieve crew. Before long he felt he was likely 

to get back to the field, and sent a 'return to base' notice to the crew. In the end he was back at the field by 

1530, for a total flight time of around 3.5 hrs. 

 

Club flying was to continue until 5.30, by which time the retrieve crew had made it home, and we were ready 

to pack up for the day. So aircraft were returned to the hanger, BU was put back it the trailer, and many 

stories were told over a few cold drinks, which everyone found most welcome after all those hours under the 

hot sun. As the final 757 arrived to a runway that had a tailwind from both ends we all left feeling that a good 

days flying had been had all round. 

 

A QUICK RETRIEVE  Roy Whitby went to the Nationals and did a couple of retrieves for Steve 
Foreman....OK.... six...this is one of them.    
At 1800 hours there was a call for a retrieve crew, what day was this well probably every day the comp was on 

but on this particular day one asked who is it for.  Steve Foreman from Aviation Sports Club, damn its one of 

ours and its beer time as well.    OK says I thinking I can wait till 2000 hrs for a beer, Tony Prentice says OK 

as well and he has the Tomtom.  I suggest that Jonathan might like to come as well, he jumped at the 

opportunity (I think) as he had a proper map.   Where is Steve was the question,  43 km south of Te Kuiti. 

The Tomtom guided us as only a Tomtom can on a wild looping left hand arc towards Te Kuiti, our backup 

(Jonathan with paper map) comments from the back seat, yes I know where we are only I wouldn't have come 

this way.Two hours later we are 43 kms south of Te Kuiti and a local farmer informs us that a lot of people 

get confused about where we are but really we have to go south to Beneton and the numbers start again and 

1883 farms later and two and a half hours after we had left Matamata. we found Hawkeye(Steve) patiently 

waiting by his glider. 

 

This long looping arc we were following has now turned into a big circle we have managed to cover three 

quarters of the circumference, no worry it will be shorter on the way home (some hopeful person says).  With 

a new driver (Roy has now moved to the back seat) Hawkeye takes control and off we go, its very much dark 

by now after some time we come to an intersection, decision left or right, the Tomtom has the answer, it says 

go straight ahead, there is no straight ahead, obviously Tomtom can't see in the dark as it now keeps on 

telling us to turn right or left when there is no road to turn onto, Tony thinks this if funny and refuses to 

turn it off. 

We turned left (bad mistake) some time later we thinks don't like this, Hawkeye has the answer he turns on 

his magic phone selects GPS and we now have two devises telling us where to go, finally someone screams to 

Tony to turn off his "B" machine, we do two 180deg turns in the next half hour and have now turned off the 

second GPS.   Clever Roy from the back seat sees the Southern Cross and makes the observation that at least 

we are heading East and if we keep going long enough we must hit SH1.  We did and we completed the full 

circle with some deviations in the middle and arrived back at Matamata at 2300hrs. 

 

Another successful  retrieve.    You know I still haven't had a beer from you know who. 

THE PERFECT FLIGHT, Gary Patten waxes lyrical 

Jonathans threat and error management evening/documents there was termed “the perfect flight” 

Over the break I have only had the chance to fly once, but it could be described as the perfect flight. 

Originally my ever-growing day job was supposed to be done and dusted by the 23/24th of Dec, but as luck 

would have it, or not, the owner kept extending the job list which has had me working all the way through to a 

point now where the yacht won’t be finished until the second week of January. 

New Year’s Eve and a mate had stripped my glider trailer to help get it done and out of my shed, to get our 

boat in. I worked the morning, and then helped on the trailer in the afternoon. I turned on my hand held radio 

to here Derry in RDW de-send and land, then Ray over Kim’s place in BU, and Peter C and co in MW doing well 

off tow. Looking at the sky all I could see was the tail end of the possible streets, I pondered how good it was 



7km away at the field. My mate and partner are off to a doc camp ground for the night and it’s just on 

1600hours, the beginning of my perfect flight. 

I think who do I call, will the club cell be on or working? From the radio chatter I guessed there were only 

two gliders in the air, so Derry must be on the ground, or about to line up for another tow. I phone him – the 

perfect flight begins – Derry says it’s booming come out; I’ll get MP out of the hanger and DI it for you. I 

have a rinse off grab my gear and jump in the car, yes at the top of Upper harbour drive looking down on 

Whenuapai it’s looking very good. I arrive the sky appears to be cycling out slowly, but MP is ready to go and 

only needs a push out to launch. I quick chat and permission to fly, shoes on and I’m out and ready - cbsi….. 

The sky still looks to be dying and trying to turn blue. I radio Derry in RDW for 2000/2500 upwind.  On tow 

there are several good bumps of which I take a mental position picture, we get to 1900 indicated and I think 

this is me, but hang on a fraction too long as I check it’s clear for release. Releasing I turn 180 to go back to 

where It should be, counting in my head, thinking I’ve missed it or gone too wide – then wamb - going up …..  

The sky is forever bluing so I’m watching the wisps and the possible ground triggers to work out where a 

couple of near blue streets are. Dave F goes and Jonathan replaces him in MW, I try to encourage Jonathan 

my way with several hints, but he seems happy where he goes and I watch him get what looked to be a good 

climb, then sadly head away from the source. I head upwind over to the west side of the forest maintaining 

height, I head toward Kumeu/Riverhead to see how far over the next lift street is. Eventually very slowly 

loosing height I have the call from Glider Base it’s nearly time - quite happily I reply, I’m slowly descending. 

The ridge to bike park is dropping out so I head back up wind and over a bit more to see if a new lift street is 

forming – Yup the perfect flight, as I gain another lazy 700ft golf course to wreckers yard. Watching to 

ground movements I know it’s time to get on the ground to help with the pack-up. 

 I go through the hasell checks with some s turns complete I do several wing overs and a couple of spiral turns 

to burn some height – fun – the perfect flight. Downwind checks done I’m a little high so side slip some off, 

then set up for a steep approach with a simulated out landing by the hanger. I happily flare and touch down 

allowing the glider to roll on to save the wheel break for when it’s really needed. I climb out 80minutes later a 

perfect way to end the day. 

A big thanks to Derry and his helpers for giving me the perfect flight 

YOUTH GLIDE DEVELOPMENT CAMP  Enya McPherson and Ray Burns attended (no, Ray is not one of the 
youth, they needed instructors) 

As some of you may know, I was at this year’s Youth 

Soaring Development camp which ran from the 12th – 22nd 

of December. My week started off well, having to 

complete my BFR with Ray. This was a good area 

familiarisation, not having flown in Omarama for a year. 

Plus it’s always good to practice spin recovery. My next 

flight was a follow on from my BFR and after only 3 

minutes for a simulated launch failure, I was current again! 

Now that I was good to go, I had an abundance of soaring 

and cross country flights ahead of me. I was ready for the mountainous conditions to challenge and thrill me 

for my second year at the camp in the world mecca of gliding!  

I did a couple of soaring flights over Mt. Cuthbert. (Known to us all as Mt. Horrible, which proved to be 

anything but horrible.) Which was the basis for cross country flights further afield.  I had the most 

incredible evening flight with Youth Glide president Jordan Kerr and we didn’t land until ten past 9 that night. 

Nowhere better to watch the sunset than over the mountains at altitude. - Magic. 

Tuesday the 17th marked a very special day in my gliding career as it was my 100th flight. It will sure be one to 

remember! Graham Ericson and I headed South to Lake Hawea and dolphin dived our way along the Dingle 

Range at 8,500ft. I learnt much from Graham as his wealth of knowledge and experience of cross country 

flying is incredible. I thoroughly enjoyed my flight with him and went up again the following day: #101. 



Although our patience was tested as we released from tow a little early we worked hard for any lift we could 

find on the Nursery Ridge. We climbed onto Horrible and managed to glide into wave at about 8,500ft over 

the Benmore Range. It started off very weak and we held our breath as it was only 2 knots up on the vario. 

However, we were still climbing. We found the good bits and headed for Mt. Cook. A flight I didn’t think would 

be more than half an hour turned into just under 3 hours and at 13,000ft my feet were a little chilly! Next 

time I’ll be sure to remember my woolly socks. 

When I did a check flight with an instructor on Thursday 19th we decided it was a perfect thermal day for 

some solo soaring. I went up and released from the tow plane about 1800ft and all I found was sink so came 

down pretty promptly. Needless to say Graham was rather unimpressed. So I had another go and stayed with 

the comfort of the tow plane slightly longer. I was up for an hour and a half, completing my QGP soaring 

flight, got up to 7,400ft and practiced some spiral dives on the way down. This was my first proper soaring 

flight on my own and I absolutely loved it. My next challenge of the camp was to complete a type conversion 

into the single astir. With a full ground briefing from instructor Mike Strathern and a horizon/nose attitude 

familiarisation from Richie McCaw I was ready to take off. Flying Mike Quebec was a great experience and it 

meant I had nearly achieved all my goals for 2013’s Youth 

Soaring Development Camp. 

By Wednesday the 20th the camp was nearly over, I was sure to 

make the most of the last few days so I booked myself in to do 

some cross country soaring with instructor Trevor Mollard in 

the Duo Discus. We did a lot of ground theory and waited 

patiently whilst the wave clouds developed. They sure did! We 

gained enough height on Horrible to head south and get us over 

to Hugo’s Elevator and the Ewe Range where we pushed west 

and once again we found wave. Although this time we had to 

battle with major rotor thermals; I have never been thrown 

around so much in a glider; but was definitely worth it to get up 

to 16,000ft. I did lots of navigation and map work with Trevor 

and learnt a lot about the characteristics of wave flying, glider 

and personal preparation as well as the human factors side of 

flying at altitude including how to use oxygen safely 

My very last flight was with Mike Strathern back in a Twin 

Astir and one flight which I’ll be sure to never forget. We thermalled up to just past 8,000ft and found some 

convergence so stuck around in that for a while. We then decided it was getting late and I needed time to put 

my lippy on for the final dinner. I decided to try to set a personal best consecutive loop record.  With plenty 

of height to lose we managed 15 in a row and then a celebratory 16th  loop! A perfect way to end 2013 on a high 

note. – Literally! 

Unfortunately it didn’t end there, as some of you have heard Mike Strathern and I were doing a simulated out 

landing on the cross vector which resulted in a crash landing. I think it’s an important lesson for all of us so 

I’ll briefly share what happened. Like I said we had just had a really good flight and after getting over the 

adrenalin rush, we still had plenty of height so prepared for a normal circuit, flying over the cross strip so I 

had a clear idea of my aiming point. We joined downwind, I flew the circuit well and both Mike and I were 

happy with the approach, 60kts as the wind had picked up. As we flared my speed went from 60kts – 80kts. 

We got a huge tail wind gust and consequently didn’t stop in time for the trees. Once we were on the ground, 

looking down the runway, one wind sock was favouring a headwind down 09 and the other favouring a headwind 

down 27. There was convergence over the runway causing a lot of turbulence and rough air. The gliders which 

took off the same time as us, stayed up a lot longer (probably didn’t do 15 loops!) and had a good look at the 

runways, deciding to land on 09. (We had all taken off from 27) This goes to show how quickly the weather 

and wind can change when you’re up there. I believe mike is going to do a proper write up about it; I encourage 

you all to read and learn from our experience. 



Never the less, we had a lovely final dinner and I’d like to 

take this opportunity to thank everyone involved in the 

running of this year’s Youth Soaring Development Camp. I am 

one of the lucky recipients of the NZ Air Women’s 

Association award for the Youth Soaring Development Camp 

and am very much looking forward to being a part of the 

association and meeting likeminded women aviation 

enthusiasts and sharing our passion together at the Rally 

during Queens Birthday weekend. (Genny, you should come!) 

Roger and Kim Read, their continued support of us youth 

pilots is so generous and we would not be able to have 

achieved such feats without you. The kitchen ladies, under 

Kim’s lead we wouldn’t have managed such a successful camp 

without your support and delish meals to keep us fuelled. To 

the instructors, especially those who taught me; Graham, 

Trevor, Mike and Ray thank you for everything. They not only help us develop as young pilots but mature as 

young adults, I hope we can pass on the knowledge and share these amazing memories with young pilots of the 

future. And lastly, thank you to the sponsors and supporters of Youth Glide New Zealand.  

Safe & Happy Soaring ☺ 

Our boys at the Nationals 

 
  

 

 


